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Police Arrest Pickets
To Break Up Sit-Down
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) --Police
broke up a sit-down yesterday in
front of the Oakland Army Induction Center by dragging or escorting more than 158 anti-draft
demonstrators to paddy wagons
while nearly 3,000 others peacefully picketed the area.
Among those arrested was David
Harris, former student body president at Stanford University who
raised his hand with two fingers
forming "V for Victory" as he
entered the paddy wagon.
It was the third straight day of
confrontation between law enforcement officials and the demonstrators at the induction center.
Prior to the sit-down, church
representatives of several faiths
including Catholic, Methodist, Episcopal, Presbyterian and Baptist,
held a communion service across
the street from the induction center. A jug of wine and bread were
passed.
LINES FORMED
No early attempt was made, in
repetition of the Tuesday disorders, to block the streets for use
by busses bringing in Army inductees.
Instead the some 3,000 pickets
formed lines on both sides of the
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Oakland Cops Told
Not To Interfere
With Press on Job
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
A
federal court judge issued an order Tuesday restraining police in
nearby Oakland from interfering
with newsmen covering anti-draft
demonstrations at an Army induction center.
Judge Alfonso J. Zirpoli, in Federal District Court, issued the temporary restraining order based on
a United States Code section that
bars anyone from depriving persons of civil rights guaranteed by
the Constitution.
Copies are being served on Oakland Mayor John Reading, City
Manager Jerome Keithley, Police
Chief Charles R. Gain and Deputy
Police Chief Ray Brown.
The order was requested by the
San Francisco Chronicle, Chronicle
cameraman Gordon Peters, the
Chronicle Broadcasting Co. which
operates television station KRON.
KRON newscaster Jerry Jensen.
and KRON cemeraman Terry MorI
rison.

street, marching and shouting
"Hell no, we won’t go."
As the brief sit-in began at the
entrance, three of the demonstrators handed their draft cards over
to Harris.
Then a flying wedge of police
emerged from a garage across the
street from the induction center
and moved swiftly to break up the
sit-down.
PEACEFUL PICKETING
The anti -draft demonstrators
had capped a violent 24-hour period Tuesday night by deciding to
avoid new battles with police and
shift the emphasis to peaceful picketing.
More than 20 young people suffered minor injuries before the
buses arrived as flying wedges of
officers with night sticks cleared
the streets. At least 12 required
hospital treatment. A highway patrolman injured his ankle.
More than 25 persons were arrested.
Oakland police, Alameda County
sheriff’s officers and California
Highway Patrolmen were directed
from a command post set up on
the third story of an open-sided
parking garage across the intersection from the downtown induction center.
STREETS CLEARED
They made it plain they meant
business and had their operations
precisely planned.
Long before the buses came in
sight, officers, moving quickly In
double lines and roaring orders
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over bullhorns, pushed the defiance-shouting demonstrators back
at least a block from the center.
The buses stopped two blocks
south of the center on Clay Street.
A dozen police piled out of the
lead bus.
"I want you people to clear the
street now," a policeman bellowed.
Demonstrators scurried out of
the way as a double line of police
marched abreast ahead of the
buses.

Yesterday’s homeeosning queen
ballots were declared invalid
by the Election Board, accordIng to AI Peponis, Election
Board attorney.
"Some people were only allowed one vote at the beginning
of the day when they should
have had up to five votes,"
Peponls said.
Balloting will be today and tomorrow from 14:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Voting booths are at Seventh
Street and San Carlos, near the
cafeteria and near the bookstore.

Prof’s Vietnam Views
Discussed at Forum
Professors Against the War
(PAW) began airing their views
on the Vietnam war yesterday, the
first scheduled day of PAW Seventh Street forums.
More than a dozen professors
held "informal classrooms"
throughout the day, discussing
both moral and economic considerations of the war.
One of the PAW speakers. Peter
King. associate professor of philosophy, said no bravery was involved in being drafted.
"I’m more scared of the idea
of going to Oakland and getting
beaten up."
Commenting on the economics
of the war he said, American machines are sent to get North Vietnamese men." Quoting figures released by Robert McNamara, Secretary of Defense, King said that
while the enemy transports 12 to
30 tons of supplies a day the U.S.
transports 24 thousand tons by
ship alone. The U.S., in other

STOCKHOLM, Sweden I AP)
Two Americans and a Swedish
neurologist were awarded a Nobel
Prize yesterday for their discoveries on how the human eye
works.
Haldak Keffer Hartline of New
The Personnel Selection Board
York’s Rockefeller Institut c,
George Wald of Harvard Univer- is now accepting applications for
sity and Ragnar Granit of Sweden student government positions,
Available posts include Senior
shared the prize for physiology or
medicine for their work on "the Representative, Student Activities
primary chemical and physiologic- Board members and chairman, Intramurals Board, Budget Commital visual processes in the eye."
The prize, awarded by Sweden’s tees, Orientation Committee and
Royal Caroline Institute medical several Student-Faculty Commitfaculty, amounts to $62,000 to be tees.
Among the Student Faculty
shared annually among the three.
The Nobel Prize money comes Committees are Academic Fairfrom a foundation set up by Alfred ness, Civil Defense and Disaster,
Nobel, Swedish inventor of dyna- Honors Programs, Spartan Shops,
mite. The King of Sweden tra- Inc., and Student Financial Aid.
ditionally presents the awards Dec. I Applications ale available in the
10, the anniversary of Nobel’s College Union and interviews will
be conducted next week.
death,

ASB Posts Open

words, transports 1,000 times as
many supplies each day.
"Their weapons are also much
outdated when compared to ours,"
he said. "And they don’t have the
armored protection that the U.S.
Other professors holding discussions in the Seventh Street vicinity were Peter Collins and Conrad
Borovski, foreign languages; David Eakins and Robin Brooks, history; Alan Barnett, humanities;
Antony D’Abbracci, philosophy and
Robert Pepper, English.
The discussions will continue tomorrow. The PAW "Vietnam
Classrooms" which began Monday
are being held this week to correspond with the nationwide AntiDraft Week.

F

THIS MUST be a hot-line to the president of
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company,
thought Leslie Mertens, Sr. social science major.
Actually the big red phone on Seventh Street
is to let students know that PTAT’s president,
E. Hornsby Watson, will be on campus nest

hi^

WASTE OF TIME
It further stated, "The AFT is
preparing to engage in real collective bargaining with the State
College Trustees. Until collective
bargaining is achieved, meetings
like today’s merely waste our
time and delude the faculty. I urge
the Trustees to abandon these efforts in futility and instead to
grant a collective bargaining election. Only then will be Chancellor
and the faculty have a sound basis
for cooperating in the solution to
our manifold difficulties."
Explaining the action, Sperling
said, "The annual salary discussions between the Chancellor’s
staff and the heads of the faculty
organizations is a meaningless
charade."
"For the anarchic methods of
budget -making now followed by
the powers who govern State College affairs. the AFT intends to
substitute the rational procedures
of collective bargaining," he continued.
SALARY INCREASE
Exemplifying the meaninglessness of the hearings, Sperling
cited the results of last year’s discussions, "The Chancellor and the
faculty organizations all agreed
that a 20 per cent salary increase

Russian Space Probe
Soft-Lands on Venus
The Soviet
MOSCOW (AP)
Union achieved another historic
space break-through Wednesday
by dropping on Venus instruments
that radioed back the first information ever received from that
planet’s surface. The data indicated Venus’ temperature was hot
enough to melt metal.
U.S. space leaders, awaiting
Thursday’s flyby of Venus by the
American Mariner 5 spacecraft,
called the Soviet landing of an
instrument package on the cloudshrouded planet. "an accomplishment any nation can be proud of."
Official versions here of the
flight gave no indication of what
happened to Venus 4, the 2,438pound vehicle that carried the instruments into Venus’ atmosphere.
Presumably it crashed into the
surface.
PRESTIGE ROOST
The information relayed to
earth showed Venus’ atmosphere
to be extremely hot--up to 536
degrees Fahrenheit- and made up
almost entirely of carbon dioxide,
which the earth’s living creatures
cannot breathe.
The feat with the unmanned
Venus 4 spaceship was a big prestige boost for this country’s space
program, which had suffered a
tragic setback April 24 when
cosmonaut Vladmir M. Komarov
was killed in the crash of Soyuz 1.

Debate To Study
Turn -In of Cards

week for the Distinguished Businessman Seminar
Series. Wasson will speak Wednesday night at
8 in Morns Dailey Auditorium. Thursday he will
meet informall;, with students in the Home Ec.
quad at 7 pm.

By GAIL KNIGHT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The American Fisieration of
Teachers (AFT) has boycotted
yesterday’s state faculty salary
hearings, in Los Angeles calling
it "meaningless conversation."
"At the present time, anything
less than a 30 per cent salary increase and a reduced workload is
unacceptable," AFT College Council President John Sperling said
yesterday.
Dr. Sperling sent a telegram
voicing opposition to the meeting
called by Vice-Chancellor Manse!
Keene to discuss next year’s salary
requests.
The telegram, directed at Keene
and Chancellor Glen S. Dumke
stated: "The AFT College Council
declines the invitation of Vice
Chancellor Keene to engage in a
meaningless conversation about
salaries."

"Resolved: That. draft card turn in is unpatriotic" is the topic of
the Oxford Union Dehate to be
presented today in WG101 at 2:45
p.m. No one will he allowed to enter after that time.
Speakers will he Phil Short,
Frank Russel, and Steve Perdue,
all students, and Art Frank, a retired Chief Warrant Officer.
The debate, originally scheduled
for last week, was postponed until today, because of an open hearing on the clash between the American Liberation Front (ALF) and
Marine sympathizers.

It was also a big leap forward
for the Soviet Union in the space
race with the United States.
Official announcements described the Venus 4 flight this
way: The spaceship launched June
12, reached the atmosphere of the
planet-50 million miles away at
12:34 a.m., EDT, Wednesday and
released its instruments in a separate package.
LANDING ACHIEVED
This braked itself, then put out
a parachute. For the next 90
minutes it floated down the 15
miles toward Venus’ surface, sending back data through radio sigThe temperature rime from 104
naisb
degrees Fahrenheit at the start of
the descent to five times that at
the end. Pressure rose to 15 times
that on the earth.
The Jodrell Bank Observatory
in England picked up signals from
Venus 4 throughout the descent
period but nothing since. This indicated that perhaps the impact
of the landing or the heat put the
instruments out of operation.
But the special Moscow radio
report which told the world of
the spare success said that a soft
landing had been achieved.
And Soviet. Astronomer Vitaly
Bronshtein said in an interview
with the official news agency Tas.s
that communications with the instruments "are being maintained."
He predicted that they will provide "plenty of new information."

’Look Homeward’
Opens Tomorrow
"Look Homeward Angel" opens
tomorrow night at 8:15 in the
College Theater.
Tickets may he obtained at the
College Theater Box Office From
1-5 p.m. daily. General admission
is $1.50, students with ASB card
75 cents,
The play will also be presented Saturday night and again
next week from Wednesday
through Saturday night.,

was desperately needed." The
Legislature and the Governor
granted a 5 per cent increase.
"All signs point to u similar
story this year," according to
Sperling.
Dr. John A. Galm, associate
professor of English and president
of the SJS chapter of the AFT
said, "We no longer want to participate in hearings like this which
delude the faculty by giving the
appearance that faculty has an
actual voice in these matters."
CRUCIAL MEETING
The College Council asserts that
salary negotiations apart ft om
negotiations on workloads and support services are "nonsensical."
The AFT College Council considers the most crucial meeting
for faculty interests to be the
meeting of the State College
Board of Trustees on October 25
and 26. At this time the Trustees

will vote on whether or not to
I grant a collective bargaining election.
"This decision of the Trustees
will determine the future action
of the College Council," said Sperling.
The AFT has previously threatened to strike unless a statewide
election is conducted to determine
faculty opinion about collective
bargaining.
A faculty poll conducted last
May under the supervision of the
statewide Academic Senate
showed majorities at San Jose,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Hayward, and San Fernando Valley
state colleges favored collective
bargaining.
Sperling promised to "apply
pressure" if demands aren’t met.
He describes pressure as "persuasion and reason" or "demonstrations, picketing and possibly a
strike."

Police Arrest Meltzer
On Trespassing Claim
A mix-up In rent dates has
caused the arrest of an SJS
dent for the second time in as
many weeks.
Ira Meltzer, former ASB attorney general and active member of
the American Liberation Front,
was arrested by the San Jose
Police Department at 2 p.m. Tuesday while on campus. He was arrested last week during the Marine table demonstrations for disturbing the peace.
The police were acting on a
warrant from the Santa Clara
County District Attorney’s office
on a complaint filed by Bob Clanton of 50 Mountain View Ave.,
San Jose.
Clanton charged Meltzer with
trespassing in an apartment he
owns at 116 S. Ninth St.
According to Lewis Quick, deputy district attorney in charge of
the case, another man had rented
the apartment from Clanton, expecting to be admitted to SJS this
fall. He was never accepted and
only used the apartment for a few
days.
TENANTS CHANGE
"He then, apparently, turned the
apartment over to Meltzer," Quick
continued, "and left San Jose."
The District Attorney’s office
also says that Clanton says he
did not authorize a month-bymonth lease to Meltzer, that too
many persons were occupying the
apartment and that the apartment
conditions worsened after Meltzer
moved in.
John Thorne, Meltzer’s attor-

ney, says that his client rented
the apartment through Oct. 11,
not Oct. 9 as Clanton says, and
sent a registered letter to Clanton
for payment of rent through November. The letter was reportedly
returned unsealed.
"The warrant was issued October 10, one day before his rent
was due," Thorne added.
RETRIEVES FURNITURE
Meltzer reportedly returned to
his apartment Oct, 10 to find all
of his belongings and furniture
missing. He later retrieved them
from North American Van Lines
where, he says, Clanton stored
them and moved back into the
apartment.
"I was called about 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday and had Ira out on his
own recognizance in a half hour,"
Thorne said.
Thorne asked for immediate arraignment of his client in Judge
Paul Gallagher’s court, where
Meltzer’s release was approved
after Thorne maintained a tenant
could not be evicted from his own
property.
"In a normal case," says Quick.
"a tenant is given a three-day
eviction notice before any action
is taken. There are so many entanglements in this case it will
probably end up in Civil court."
Clanton refused comment yesterday and his attorney, Joseph A.
Bonacina, San Jose, could not be
reached.
Jury trial is set for Monday,
Oct. 3(1.

’Where Did We Fail?’
How Lynda Said
(or) ... What
She Announced
Her Parents Said
Her Engagement ’ That Special Night
WASHINGTON (AP) - Lynda
Bird Johnson writes in a magazine
article that she crawled into bed
with her parents, President and
Mrs. Johnson, to tell them of her
engagement to Marine Capt. Charles S. Robb.
Writing in MeCall’s magazine.
she said that after she and Robb,
a White House social aide, discussed th?ir future for several
hours in the third -floor solarium
of the White House, she went to
her mother’s bedroom sometime
after 3 a.m. to tell her the news.
Finding the bed empty, Lynda
went to the President’s bedroom.
She recalled that when she and
her sister, Luci, had childhood
illnesses, they used to crawl on
their hands and knees into their
parents’ bedroom and touch their
mother’s hand so she could lake
care of them without waking their
father.
Lynda decided to use this approach and reports she made her
way "inch by inch" to touch her
mother’s hand.
Mrs. Johnson sat up and asked,
"Who is it?"
The President also awakened and
the parents pulled Lynda into bed
with them.

By ROB KENN1:1
Spartan Daily Staff W riter
Such a special night, yet all
through the White House not a
creature was stirring, not even a
spouse. When up to the bedside,
to her mother’s surprise crawled
Lynda Bird Johnson with a gleam
in her eyes.
"Mama, mama." Chirped she.
"Who? Who? Said mama drowsi ly.
"I’m just as happy as I can b.’,’
and she crawled closer and added:
"I’m engaged, you see."
"Who? Who? Said her mama
not batting an eye."
"To Charles, mania. He’s a wonderful guy."
’What a night ma re,’ said papa
on coming awake I dreamed Loci
left. Pat for George Hamilton’s
sake."
"Sorry to bother you, papa dear,
hut I just got engaged so I crawled
right in here.’’
"Where did we fail?" cried Lyndon once more. "She’s 23, yet she
still crawls on our floor."
"Now, dear, 1 am sure it’s all
for the hest." said Lady Bird pulling her into the nest.
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Editor:
0 yoU
After reading Miss Todd., Itt t tiii
Sevtinth
yesterday I promptly galloped oser
Street :Ind climbed the highest beanstalk I
could find. As I expected, the big hairy,
bearded figure at the top pointed a strikingly
yellow unwashed finger at me and hysterically
screamed: "P E A C E". It was not difficult
to tell by his tense voice and pained grimacing
that he was uneasy.
I waited there at the top of that stalk for
three hours until he finally became calm
enough to think with minimum clarity. I
then asked him: "Sir, your sectetary Miss
Todd has informed me that you may very
well have some big sceret knowledge about
how to help me find my proper relationship
to the people of Vietnam. If you do possess
this knowledge, Oh Magical Long-haired and
Fuzzy-bearded One. please impart your enlightenment to me."
It was but a Itritif moment until great mysterious all-kniissing, all -loving knurls distorted
his face, and when again he pointed his unsightly finger at me, he said with a sad grin:
"Don’t suppoi t the killing of babies." When
I asked him just what he meant by this, he
repeated this statement with such ovens helming and grotesque mournfulness in his voice
that I, overcome with tearful grief. stumbled
and fell three inches to earth.
I am still waiting to meet merely one fellow
with long hair and a beard who is not on iaich
an adolescent identity hang-up, Please eon tact me.
T. D. 3IcKinner,

Editor:
As is well known, the aim of the International Communist Conspiracy is to weaken

ment in this war would also be either a part
of, or a sympathizer to, the. Intel national
Communist Conspiracy.
I feel that if we were to educate these
people so that they may realize exactly what
they are leading us into, they would quickly
change their attitude and help to build a once
again strong America.
Chris Brewster, A4103
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swamps, while others complacently watch

military conseri pt i mi.
For

Berets would

and teaching role only.

UNCONVENTIONAL

not seen a major change since WW

By GREG BALKOVEK

campuses

troops would be sent to South Anwrica
to help combat the recent guerrilla uprisings. However, it was stressed the Green

the fact that we have a potential Southeast Asia situation in our own backyard.

Equitable Solution to Draft
May Involve Extra Expense
sir:Inuits ill

last week the Pentagon announced
200 Special Forces

approximately

Clw Guevara, although only one man,
has left his mark on the Americas. He has
further opened the eyes of the U.S. to

Staff Comment

Staff Comment

By

establishments.

Only

and conquer the free world. America is the
strongest nation in the free world, but we are
constantly being weakened by the great dollar
drain into the Vietnam War.
It seems that the obvious course would be
to withdraw and save ourselves rather than
try to police and save the world. If we fail
I, do this, our nation will collapse. It is also
tilisious that any who encourage our involve-

mili-

warfare ladies to a number of Latin

that

the

’If We Fail to Withdraw
Our Nation Will Collapse’

BERETS

recent guerrilla activities, the Green Berhave been teaching counter-gurrilla

’I Saw the Giant . . . I Am Still Waiting’
Even Giant on Beanstalk
Screamed ’Peace’ at Him

the highly
he eon hi

ets

"If nominated, I will not run . . . If elected, I will not serve!"

Thrust and Parry

n tt o I hope to

said

Answering the call for assistance from
South American governments worried by

lilt N% ill repel tilt’ 1110,t

The

that

who

Special Forces troops.

.S. Army

tary
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Guevara,

never be caught, was killed in an en1.111Inter with Bolivian Rangers trained by
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whereabouts

It is ironic,

If the radical -lenient succeeds in
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t 41 ill disappear.
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American Political, Foreign Matters Laced
With ’Intolerant Puritanism’ Fulbright
The m ’sent trend of U.S. politics is hemming "intolerant puritanism" in Ow handling of foreign
affairs, charges Senator J. William Fulbright of Arkansas in his
book, "The Arrogance of Power."
Dr 11 Kent SebeHenget., assist-

ant professor of political science.,
at yesterday’s faculty book talk
defined this trend as the tendency
to romanticize political motives1
ancl considei at a duty to set the
wozld right- right as Americans
:ee it Fulbright warns "This duty

Hippie Leader Guilty
Of Drug Possession
LOS AN( ;ELKS IAPI -- A
judge co it icted hippie leader
Gridley Lorimer Wright. yesterday
of marijuana possession and
called him a "false prophet."
Wright’s claim that marijuana
smoking is a religious sacrament
is a "sham," said Superior Judge
Mark Brandler.
The court ordered the former
deputy county probation officer

Students To Visit
Wood Authority
One of the world’s foremost
wood experts will open the doors
to his secluded 40-acre estate in
the Santa Cruz mountains Friday
afternoon to wood working students of the industrial studies department.
Burdett Green, past president of
the International Wood Collectors,
has invited present and past wood
working students to a lecture and
tour of his home and wood collection.
He has over three thousand different woods from throughout the
world in his collection.
Jim Casey, associate professor
of industrial arts, said interested
students are welcome to attend.
They should contact him in the
Industrial Arts Building.

Sen. Percy Claims
Credibility Gap
AP
’file AmeriCHICAGO
can people don’t believe the Johnson administration is telling them
what it is doing or doing what it
claims, Sen. Charles H. Percy, R. said today.
The country, he said, "is facing
a crisis of confidence in its leadership." He charged the administration with "mismanagement of
our national affairs."
Percy’s comments were in a
speech prepared for delivery to
the annual convention of the Associated Press Managing Editors
Association.
Percy, considered by some observers as a potential candidate
for the Republican nomination for
president next year, continued the
sharp attacks he has been making
on President Johnson’s handling
of the office.
"The people don’t believe that
the administration is saying what
it does or doing what it says,"
Percy asserted.
Recalling that former President
Harry S. Truman blamed Republicans for the nation’s problems in
his 1948 campaign, Percy predicted that Johnson would do the
same in the 1968 presidential race.
Earlier, a New Jersey newspaper official said that newspalers
have a lot to learn ;p bout personnel and they are t,sing to learn
it before it is too loc.

tiled immediately when he would
not promise not to smoke or
tit,ssess marijuana before being
sentenced Nov. 22,
Wright, 33, bearded and longhaired, faces a possible 1- to 10year term.
About 30 hippies, most of them
silent and sullen-looking accompanied him to court.
Wright, a Yale graduate, admitted during the trial that he
possessed marijuana when arrested May 18 outside radio station KLAC.
On a talk show he had said he
was under influence of the weed.
Listeners called police’, who found
what they believed to be marijuana in a spice bottle in the
glove compartment of Wright’s
bright yellow car.
Wright, acting as his own attorney, contended at the trial. -He founded a religion called
TRUST- for Truth Realized
through Understanding the Self’s
Totality- and used marijuana as
a sacrament.-- Marijuana laws violate his right of religious freedom
and are therefore unconstitutional.
Said Judge Brandler, who
heaid the cast without a jury:
"The crime is no less odious
because a self - annointed high
priest of a subculture suggests he
used marijuana as a sacrament of
his religion.
"A false prophet may not wear
the mantle of religious immunity
merely as a cloak for an illegal
act.
"The court concludes the public
welfare would be seriously jeopardized if the court permitted this
defendant and other false prophets
to continue to violate the law under the guise of religious freedom."

is causing us to drift into cornmittments that we can’t maintain."
Fulbright cites two causes of
this trend. The first arises out of
drives in human nature. He said
it is the need of nations to prove,
usually through force, that thy
are bigger and better than their
neighbors,
The second reason Fulbright
said, is peculiar to great powers.
tendency to confuse with
ta
tiist.he
PIt

urges "re-thinking concerning our
limitations" and "the high prices
of high morals."
Fulbright used an "Old Chinese
Proverb" to illustrate: "in shallow
waters, dragons ate food for
shrimp." Dr. Schellenger consid.ered the rice paddies of Vietnam
"very shallow water."
-

I ,r. Schellenger summarized
Fulbright’s thesis as a revision of
"The old story of man’s capacity
for self-delusion." He did not consider this argument a new one and
feels it should be re-evaluated in
view of current times. "What is
new about this argument is the
amount of power which we can
now bring to bear."
Dr. Schellenger pointed out that
Fulbright w a s not discussing
planned aggression in his book,
but rather the present drift of
committments that are beyond
our ability to maintain. Fulbright

Possible Import
Barrier Increase
’Appalling’--Rusk
SecreWASHINGTON I AP I
tary of State Dean RUM( warned
Congress today that increasing
U.S. import harriers would set off
retaliation against American goods
by foreign nations.
Foreign countries "would undoubtedly strike back" and the
ever-all consequences "would be
critically detrimental to our basic
national interests," Rusk said.
Figuring a mounting array of
import curb bills in Congress as
affecting $5.7 billion in imports,
the secretary of state said, "the
prospects would be nothing short
of appalling" if they became law.
Rusk headed a battery of five
Johnson Cabinet members launching a major administration defense
before the Senate Finance Committee against the import curb
bills.
On hand along with the Cabinet
members to present the administration case was William M. Roth,
Johnson’s top trade negotiator.
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Waiting for you now at

TENTH
STREET
PHARMACY

catch

(student rates)

ALWAYS PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!

Tenth & Santa Clara 294-9131

68 .
idsmoble:
Great

spot for
a sit-In.
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RENT

52, SECOND FLOOR

Bath Soap

Out fitter! Check out this

10c each
Special Quantity Discount.
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

$28

Bath Oil

Western

the

yellow contrast. Wear-Dated’, no iron,

Body Soft
Moisture Balm

Workingman’s store is re known

_2

After Bath Cologne

(corner of Fourth St.)

XEROX COPIES

you didn’t

ease

what

(hides

this

wearing -- it’s swank
"Levis." jeans and jackets.
Both are available at your
Workingman’s store.

ties, typewriters
New portables
Rentel.porchese
Free delivery
I Irkini,man’s

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
2954765

218 W. ,111141
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Store

Downtown
1.111 9

San Jose
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YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP,

home service.

150 East
San Carlos St.

rIan, comfort

bonded Arilanfi’ acrylove
lic jumpsuit . . . cowl collar, wide hip
belt, back zipper. Splashy avocado
green with hot pink or royal blue with
Tootigue

et-peril-nen! with

We’re also featuring the most delicious Lasagna in
town. Layers of home-made goodness, guaranteed to
suit anyone’s taste. Don’t forget our convenient take

Alowe

Fur jet-yet

sizes 5-13,

and home made

cpaPtatt

Take Off In An
Acrilan "Space Suit"

aJ the Orient

YOU DON’T HAVE TO RE
ITALIAN TO ENJOY
THE SPARTAN HOUSE
Try our Spaghetti loulthling
Italian sauce.

CARLO!;
DIAL 294-4200

IRS) AT SAN

looking at the
year’s sweetest place for
a sit-inOlds 4-4.2.
You’re

This is the scene:
Louvered hood up front.
Crisp sculpturing in
the rear. Rally Stripe and
Custom Sport Wheels
available in between.

And what gleams beneath
that rakish afterdeck?
Two telltale flared exhausts
that give voice to a
400 -cube, 4 -barrel, 350 -hp
Rocket V-8.
And look where you
live: in foam -padded,
bucket -seat comfort.

The center console is
also available, as is th
clock tach engine gauge
Rally Poc.
And with all the new
GM safety features, including
energy -absorbing steering
column, 4-4-2 is the greatest
sit-in you ever sat in.

Drive a"youngmobile" from Oldsmobile.

t
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Thursday, October 19, 1967

Grad Seeks Clothing
For Vietnam Orphans

AND

SEX

An SJs graiitl,to rum serving with the Army in Vietnam
is requesting student support of
:in orphanage in the Mekong
Delta.
Second Lieutenant David L.
Ilagen. 1966 graduate and nim
executive oftieer of the Cid
Medical Dot achment is St at icned
at Dung Tarn base camp in the
delta about 40 miles south of
Saigon.

Held at Mission Springs October 20th and 22nd
Registration Fridav. October 20th
Northern California Inter- arsit
Christian Fellowship Fall Conference
For Information Call 298-1.106

1.RT

or 21.f-71023

BOB ,ILIA AT’S

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

The orphanage has about 40
children ranging from five to
fourteen years. There is no hope
for adoption, according to a letter Lt. Hagen wrote to the Daily,
due to the conditions which exist in Vietnam. The orphanage
provides five hours a day class moot instruction to the orphans
as well as to children of 300 refugees in the area.
These children, as well as the
refugees, primarily need clothing. according to Lt. Hagen, and
the orphanage has a sewing machine to make repairs. Toilet
articles such as towels, wash
cloths and soap are also needed.
Articles may be sent SAM fourth
class to: 2/Lt. David L. Hagen
02329610, 61st Medical Dot. (L131,

raphy show in the Art Gallery in the Art Building. The show includes works by internationally
known photographers.

c/o ’D’ Co 9 Med Bn 9 Inf Div,
APO SFO 96373.
Lt. Hagen asks that money in
any form not be sent.

will tailor a
program just
for YOU

"OA TO REMEMBER

Our expert personal instruction
can guide you in developing a well
rounded physique. Come in and
see our modern equipment and

FORMALS

complete weight room facilities.

$16.99

Complete gym Reducing
Sauna room Body building
Sun Room
Physical Conditioning
Locker Service Corrective Exercise

AND
UP

ANNOUNCING
Part), perfect fast
f
our exciting collection
Junior sizes 5-15. J ii ii i o r
Petites

Massage now available by
Mr. Bill Cupples, Masseur
formerly masseur to the U.S. Olympic

Validated Parking

Team and The Los Angeles Athletic Club

* Bank Charges
Layaway

295-9910

Open Mon. and
Until 9 p.m.

Thurs.

SJS Exhibit Photos Vary in Approach
By KATIII.EF:N LACKEY
spate’s Daily Staff Writer

MAKE IT A NIGHT

413 E. SANTA CLARA

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBIT Two SJS coeds
admire a few of the many photographs currently
on display at the National Invitational Photog-

A large selection of techniques and styles of photography
are being presented in SJS’
First National Invitational Photography Exhibit in the Art Gallery of the Art building.
While only a few of the protographers are from the West
Coast, all ate nationally or internationally known.
Various approaches to photography can be studied at the exhibit. The first and probably
most familiar to the visitor is
the pictorial approach to nature.
This is a selective interpretation, usually of a seascape or
landscape, such as those shown
in the exhibit by Wynn Bullock
of Monterey. Brett Weston of
Carmel, one of the best known
photographers from California,
has three of this type. Two of
them are detailed studies of
plants.
A second approach is the extremely abstract type. Although
most of the pictures are not
identifiable, they are fascinating.
The two pictures by Ray K.
Metzer of Philadelphia are of
this type.
Documentation of the human
condition is another approach to
photography. The photographs
by Tom Zimmerman, such as
"Easter Parade" and those of
Alice Andrews are of this type.
Another form of photography
is interpretative portraits, of
which Imogen Cunningham, an
84-year-old San Franciscan, has
some beautiful examples.

SHIRTS $ .31
DRESSES $1.25

Account tor
your money.

Special cleaning price with this ad
Sewing Also
College Cl
484 E. San Carlos

293-6501

Probably the most interesting
type of photography to the
casual visitor is the experimental. David Donoho, organizer of
the exhibit, said, "These photographers use various darkroom manipulations with the
end in mind of very personal
symbols.
Most of the photos are quite
surrealistic in their strong symbolic orientation. Those of Jerry
Uelsmann, such as ’Marilynn in
the Sky’ are examples."

Bank of America

Photographers, who were each
Invited to enter three works in
the show, were selected by a
special nominating committee of
several outstanding photographers and critics.
Members of the nominating
committee were Margerie Mann,
photo critic of the "Art Forum"
Magazine; John Szarkowski, director of the Department of
Photography, Museum of Modern Art, New York; and Nathan

Combo to Play
At UNM Game
A five piece musical combo
known as the "Tvvilights" will
entertain spectators who arrive
early for the football game at
Spartan Stadium Saturday night.
As a prelude to the pre-game
show, the group will perform at
7 o’clock. .
The musicians, ranging in age
from 11 to 13, have performed in
the San Jose area for the past
two years at various college,
high schools, military and civic
music programs.

Can you
meet the test?

banking services for college students. And we’ve
prepared a kit to tell you about them. Why not stop
by and pick one up. And feel free, at any time,
to bring your questions about money to a
bank officer. He’ll gladly provide free counseling
and assistance.
After all. we know that everyone can’t be
a Finance major.
.44 OP

t
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"TO SIR.

WITH LOVE"

plus
"GEORGY GIRL"
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

THE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN
College Mailer
from coast to coast
the leader in
insurance sales
to college men.

For Your
COLLEGE MASTER
outline . . . contact
Jim Harget
Jim Eaton
Cam Sawyer

Frank Hi:my
Darwin Shoop
Gary Beckwith

Fidelity Unless Life I nnnnnn co
505 S. 10th St.
286-6700

THEATRE:
CY. 3-19 53
minolionI 1,111
:
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ELIZABETH
TAYLOR
MARLON
BRAND

How to Pass
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST
MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION My
DENTAL APTITUDE TEST
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
FEDERAL SERVICE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
GRADUATE BUSINESS SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST
NATIONAL TEACHER EXAMINATIONS
Each $3.93 Paper Over 300 pages
24 GRE Advanred Tests also available
...plus
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER APTITUDE TESTS 84.95 Pepe,
SHORT-CUT SHORTHAND
Learn Shorthand in 40 Easy Lessons by S. M. Wesley, Ph.D.
$3.95 Paper

IN THE JOHN HUSTON
RAYSIMKPRUILIION

REFLECTIONS
IN A
GOLDEN
EYE

VitT

Available at your campus bookstore
ieCOWLES EDUCATION CORPORATION
York.
LOOK km/ding/488 Mudison Avenue New

New York 10022

ft

because
.. Guaranteed by a top
Corn parry
. . No War Clause
. . ExclusiVP Benefits at
Special Rates
. Premiums Deferred
until you are out of
school

finat

How to Pass
GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION APTITUDE TEST
with special Test.Yourself Examination bonus. 444 pages

It will help you keep track of your moneywhere
you spend it. what for, and It will help you live
within your budget. You’ll have a receipt for every
purchase, and at the same time your funds will
receive the security and protection of the world’s
largest hank. Tenplan Checks are personalized
with your name and addressand for students cost
just 150 each regardless of the size of your balance.
Bank of America makes a specialty of providing

292-6778

SIDNEY POITIER

SAN JOSE’S

COWLES SCORE -HIGH EXAM BOCKS

Open a Tenplan.Checking
Account at Bank of America.

STUDIO
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.

Some of the best work in the
show was that by Todd Webb,
who used very low key development to produce a picture which
is very dark yet exceptionally
clear.

Here’s everything you need to
help you get a top score in the
tests you have to pass.
Up-to-date test material
Best organized study guides
Do’s and don’ts of test-taking
Step-by-step programming
Accurate practice tests
Correct answers and solutions
Self-evaluation profiles
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Lyons, associate director of the
George Eastman House of Photography, Rochester.
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Roinswinckel Stars

Booters Turn Back USF 2-1
By BOB SHIBREL
spirt:in Daily Sparta Writer
Art Itomswinckel scored on two
line drie corner shots and then
tesmed up with the Spartan detanse to hold USF to a single goal
at the SJS soccer team edged the
Dons 2-1 last night in Spartan
Stadium.
The win was the fifth straight
for the Spartans this year and by
beating the defending NCAA
champs SJS avenged a pair of ’2-1
losses last year, and virtually assured themselves of a perfect
WCISC record and a spot in the
NCAA tournament in December.
The first quarter was scoreless
although Spartan center forward

Foothill and De Ansa Colleges
Fine Arts Series

and his band

SUNDAY, OCT. 22
8:15 p.m.

FOOTHILL COLLEGE GYM
12345 El Monte Road
Los Altos Hills
Tickets
$3.00 - $2.50 - $2.00
Box Office 948-4444

CIGS
S

me

19c
Kleenex
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5c

E.

10c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels

19c

1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c
Sc

Ajax Cleanser

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julian

The Spartan grid squad’s quest
for win No. 1 Saturday night
against New Mexico, will depend
largely on how the defensive unit
can adjust to stop the Lobos’ powerful passing offense.
In preparing for last Saturday’s
contest with West Texas State,
Sparta keyed the defense at the
Buffs’ ground game.
The SJS defense, led by Jamie
Townsend and Don Jacks on,
stopped Texas’ Duane Thomas and
Eugene Morris, but two TD passes
and two fumbles by SJS led to a
28-14 defeat.
The Lobos are equally high in
national statistics, but passing is
their forte. Junior Terry Stone
leads the nation in passing and
total offense. Ace Hendricks is No.
1 in the pass receiving department
with 38 catches for 675 yards.
Emilio Vallez is ninth with 29
snags for 299 yards.

10c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

4th & William

LOST BALL
"I didn’t see the ball leave his
foot," said Spartan goalkeeper
Frank Mangiola who allowed his
first score this season, "If I had,
I might have had a chance."
When the second half was about
four minutes old, Romswinckel
sailed another boot into the net
that gave the Spartans their first
win over the Dons since 1964.
The Spartan defense played one
of its best games of the season.
Romswinckel, center halfback Gary
Iacini, right fullback Luis Mintegul, left fullback Jean-Pierre Canabou, and right halfback Samil

EXCELLENT PASSING
Stone’s aerial barrage has his
team second in passing behind Tul-

3 Hershey Bars

Crest large size

USF came back with 6:10 remaining in the half to tie the game
as center forward Kirk Apostolidis
scored from about 25 yards out.

Deus did excellent jobs of keep
ing USE frotn getting a strut drive going and from taking
clear shot at the Spartan net.
OFFENSIVE MEN
The SJS offensive men, Starch,
left wing Bob Davis, inside right
Henry Camacho, inside left Fred
Nourzad, outside lefts Jimmy Parravi and Heiman Arango and Ahmad Bayati, played splendid defense as well.
In the second half they came
back to help the regular defense
and thwarted many USF attacks.
SJS got 18 shots on goal while the
Dons managed only five.
Bayati. Nourzad, anti Camacho
covered so much of the field during the evening they were taken
out because of leg cramps. All but
Camacho, whose leg had to be
taped, returned to the game.
"It was a tremendous team effort, everyone who played did a
good job," said head coach Julie
Menendez. "Romswinckel played a
double role for us, offensively and
defensively."
The JV’s lost a tough game 4-3
to the USFJV’s in the closing minutes after leading 3-2.

Hopes for First Grid Win
Hinge on Spartan Defense

STAN
KENTON

rt

Ed Storch got the ball into the
net with 2:50 remaining. Storch
was called for pushing and the
goal was disallowed.
With less than two minutes gone
in the second period, left halfback
Romswinckel got a penalty shot
from the left side and sent a beautiful line drive past Don goalie
John Camacho for a 1-0 Spartan
lead.

1Chris Soars 17-41/2
For Pre-Olympic Win

=

E.:

Intramurals

LI’

FOOTBALL
Theti Chi continues to be the
Power in the fraternity league.
Tuesday they crushed Sigma Alpha
Epsilon 27-0 to remain undefeated
with a record of 6-0.
In other fraternity action, Alpha Tau Omega edged Sigma Nu
6-0, Sigma Phi Epsilon topped Delta Sigma Phi 14-0, and Sigma Chi
whipped Kappa Sigma 25-13.
The Sigma Pi-Pi Kappa Alpha
and Lambda Chi Alpha -Theta Xi
contests were scoreless.
league
"B"
independent
In
games, DSP just slipped by Delta
Upsilon 2-0 on a safety and ATO
No. 2 clobbered SAE No. 2 34-0.
Today’s fraternity schedule finds
Theta Chi vs. Sigma Nu, ATO vs.
LCA, DU vs. SAE, KS vs. SPi,
DSP vs. SX, and TXi vs. SPE.
In independent "B" league action it will be SPE No. 2 vs. the
Green Machine and the Red Horde
vs. SAE No. 2,
FALL SPORTS
Tennis finals will be held tomorrow as will the 2-man volleyball semi-finals which begin at
6:15 p.m.

sit. They have it 272.6 per game
average and eight TD’s.
Stone has completed 91 of 198
for 1,232 yards. Hendricks is having a great year, especially since
he’s playing on offense for the
first time at college.

tan poli vaulter ChriS
It ational in May. At that tint
aticalaou soared to new heights It Was the highest he had ever
uesday as he gave Greece its first gone.
.
.
Track coach Bud Winter was
-Id medal
tile pre-Olympics in very
enthusiastic about Papani-lexico City.
calitou’s performance. "Did you see
The Greek national topped Dick what Chris did?- he exclaimed yesitadsback of Pasadena for first terday morning when he saw cross
place with a leap of 17-4,2. It country coach Ted Bunks.
Papanicalaou is not expected to
start school until next semester
but will return to San Jose a week
after the pre -Olympics.

OVER 21?
NEED $5?
DO THIS NOW!
40 Bassett St.

294-6535
San Jona

i11 \

Pirico s

1 AC 0 S
24 HOUR SERVICE

tans entertain the University of
New Mexico Saturday night.
No SJS student will be admitted
to the game without a student
body card, according to assistant
athletic director Jerry Vroom.
Students must enter the game
through the student gate located
CHRIS PAPANICOLAOU
on the east side of the stadium
... Olympic mark
110th street side). Seats for the
students are on the east side of
was Papanicalaiitiai best leap ever.
the stadium and are not reserved.
Railsbaek best leap of 17-44 gave
him a silver medal.

STAMP IT!

Papanicalaou tried for a world
record of 17-8’2 but missed on all
three tries. The current pole vault
mark of 17-7a4 is held by Paul
Wilson of the University of Southern California.
Papanicalaou did better the
Olympic record of 16-814 set by
Fred Hansen of the United States
at Tokyo in 1964.
Last year the Spartan vaulter
set a new SJS pole vault revord
with a leap of 17-1 at the SJS

BreakfastLunch
Dinner
4th and St. James

!lair of girl -plea rough -outs. l nbeliese-

abl)
!tet

sturdy
hip

for

and
the

rugged.
casual

scene. Join the cool ones
tlti-

fall at the

Mall"-

Working-

Store.

rough -outs

623.99
Lurie,: 1111101$21.99
-Western

Outfitter For Men And Women"

IT’S THE ItA01
REGULAR
MODEL

ANY

5 LINE TEXT

2

Me finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. a"
r.
Y, to, cheek or money order. Be
to include your Zip Code. No
t... tape or hancUinir charges. Add
tm.
Prompt shipmmt.Satlefaction Guarenteed
TIM MOPP CO.
P. 0. Box 18623 LIME Sawn Station
ATLANTA, GA., 35328

WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 W. Santa Clara St.
Downtown San Jost9
Open Mon. & Thor,

ROOS ATKINS
107th Anniversary

Slacks
Sale
20% off
and more!

PeaultAt cif
7o1

geaultiat cf. I

a

FALL PRESENTS 1967
71ouleri

koie

Marie

"the campus florist"

NInth &

Santa Clara

295-4321
1411....npi.sirom".4.1.411.....M.MoirdM

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
for your late night
study break
Traditional

ham steak
potatoes

3 jumbo eggs
toast
coffee

$1.55

The liunfry liou4e
OPEN 21 11(11 lS ND EVEHY 1101,11/11.
olo Coleman As C.

AND for purr-fect cocktails stop at

The Purple Puootj Cat
NEXT DOOR

Phone Orders 297-8421

finally get

Spall,t11 St lttilUill Will

(11 p.m. -6 a.m.)
Drive-in and Dining Room Service

mg

a football game when the Spar-

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

Get Your Western
’KICKS’ this fall

ASB Cards Needed
For Football Game

LOBO RECORD
New Mexico ha s avelaged 20
le.m.maineastreamoammpmeommommmNoMesonnot
points per game, but opponents
have averaged more than 32, to
give a hint why the Lobos stand
at 1-4.
They won the opener over Idaho
State, 14-3, but have lost to BYU,
Iowa State, Utah and Arizona
State. ASU breezed by the Lobos
56-23, but needed a 24 point fourth
quarter to down SJS, 27-16.
Joe Cases, New Mexico’s top
kickoff and punt return specialist,
leads the nation in kickoff returns.
He has rambled for 333 yards forl
a 27.8 average.
Casas also leads the Lobos’ defense, having 25 unassisted and 22 I
assisted tackles from his secondary
position.
Stone. an Albuquerque lad who
went to Baylor University his
final year, has caused Lobo Coach
Bill Weeks to completely revamp
his offense.
OFFENSE ADJUSTED
"We lost our running backs last
year," said Lobo publicist Eddie
Groth, "so when we got Stone we
adjusted the offense to fit the personnel."
Stone’s percentage hasn’t been
too consistent each game, but he
has had his good days. He hit
for 26 of 50 against BYU and
25 of 53 vs. Utah, but then completed only 18 of 44 against Iowa
State.
The offense has gained only 322
yards on the ground as the entire
attack has been built around
Stone. Fullback Dave Stone has
picked up 249 net yards but he
may miss the Spartan game because of a shoulder injury last
week.
-------- -

SPARTAN DAILT-5

Thursaay netolvi 10 1167

UM Coleman Ave.

Ivy belt loop styles.

Reg. 18.95

$15
Two/for $29 Save 8.90
Hopsack slacks in fall’s
best go-everywhere colors.

Reg. 25.95

20.60
Two/for $40 Save 11.90
FIRST AT SANTA

CLARA

SAN JOSE

a-SPARTAN

nAn.v
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Bay’s Fourth Major Bridge
Opens Friday in San Mateo
San FranSAN mATEo
cisco Bay will g.t
)10 h modem high-level briar:L. Friday when
the new, austere San Mateo Bridge
opens.
The $70 million structure across
the southern reaches of the bay
was designed with airplane, ship
and freeway traffic in mind.
It lies on the approach pattern

Populace, Party
Choose Presidents
Gov. Reagan Says
AB( )Alrl I 55 INDEpENiii..N(’.
(API Gov. Ronald Reagan, asked
at a news conference about the
statement of Gov. Nelson Rockefeller that he did not want to be
president, said in his view that
was the wrong approach to the
question because the convention.
the party and the people choose
presidents.
"Individual desires are not relecant," Reagan said.
He refused, however, to say
flatly that he would accept a place
on the ticket, insisting that he was
not a candidate. Reagan said he
was doing everything he could to
discourage people from promoting
efforts to get hint into presidential
primaries next year.
Asked what he thought of speculation linking him with Sen.
Charles Petry as a candidate, Reagan said: "Putting two people who
say they are not candidates into
the same package does not change
the minds of either."
On the Vietnam issue, Reagan
said not all forms of dissent lend
aid and comfort to the enemy but
cited the antiwar demonstrations
In Oakland as an example of dissent that did lend aid and comfort.

’Phoenix’ Today
’ the
ol the
film story of six Quakers who defied the U.S. Sixth Fleet t,,
liver medical supplies to North
etnam, will he presented at
a.m.. 2:30 and 7 p.m. in Moil
Dailey Auditorium today.
Phillip Drat h. a member of the
crew, and William fleick, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., cameramen will answer questions about
,.1 the ;arfortnatt.
the trip At
ces.

Spartaguide
TODAV
Angel Flight. 7 p.m., MacQuarMe Hall. Room 324.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, 3:30
F0104.
Home Economies Club, 6 p.m.,
11E1. Miss Sandra Stromm will
speak on "Sunset Summer."
Chess Club, ’2 p.m., College
Union.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m.. 14550
Shannon Rd., San Jose. Fireside
with Dr. Clary Albright.
Nursing Majors, 2:30 p.m., Cafeteria. Rooms A and B. Get :o
quainter] party for all nur
ma jor,
ExlwrInsental College, 7:30 p.m.,
560Smith 7th. Apt. C3 Is Creat Mty Possible", Michael V. Schmidt.
Experimental College, 7:30 p.m.,
College Union. Jabberwtatk, Dr. F.
Rinn.
Newman Graduates, 7:30 p.m.,
Newman Center.
Christian Scienve Organization.
tn.. Memorial Chapel.
Tit slisltROW
lot.rVarsity
Christian Fellowtins., E13112.
il111,1 PM Omega, 6:30 and 9:30
Mot ris Dailey Auditorium.
I’s
k- Flicks, "MacI3eth", star’7,111 WH1,

JOHN JAY
p-sonally prnsnrit,
his latest color film

"HEAD
HILLS"

Journalism Confab
To Attract 200
J.C. Students

to San Francisco International
Airtsirt. Therefore it has no superstructure, in sharp contrast
to the 746 foot towers of the Golden Gate Bridge built 30 years ago
at half the cost.
The overcrowded San FranciscoOakland bridge opened in 1936 as
the first bay span. The humpbacked Richmond-San Rafael
bridge was opened in 1957. Its 5.5
miles across the northern end of
the bay make it one of the longest high level bridges in the world.
Friday’s ceremonies will be for
the 9,650 foot, six-lane, high level
span of the new San Mateo bridge.
A four-mile, four-lane, low-level
trestle which makes up the rest of
the bridge was completed three
years ago. The trestle can be expanded to six lanes later.
The high sections of the bridge
clear the water by up to 1357
feet. The 750 foot central station
is the longest gilder span in the
United States.
Dedication ceremonies will include a yacht club flotilla sailing
under the span, bands playing on
top of it and a speech by Sen.
George Murphy (R. -Calif.) at a
civic luncheon in San Mateo.
- - -----------

More than 200 junior college
journalists front Southern California will attend a one day conference here on Saturday.
Featured at the conference will
be writing contests and discussions
with professionals in the various
journalistic fields.
The event is jointly hosted by
San Jose City College, West Valley College and SJS.
Featured speakers at the conference are Edward Keating, former publisher of Ramparts and
candidate for the San Mateo congressional seat, television personality Paul Speegle, Leigh Weimers,
San Jose Mercury columnist and
Charles Marshall, chairman of the
SJS Department of Journalism
and Advertising. All journalism
and advertising faculty members
at SJS will be participating in the
conference.
The conference will close at 3:95
p.m. with the presentation of
awards.
Prizes will be awarded based on
the following categories: magazine
layout, newswriting ability, feature writing and photography.
A luncheon and speech, featuring Leigh Weimers will follow
the Spartan cafeteria.

WASHINGTON (AP)
The
State Department announced of
yesterday that Latin American countries will now be allowed to start negotiations to buy
supersonic aircraft from the
United States.
The Washington decision was
made "very recently," State Department press officer Robert J.
McCloskey said-but apparently
after some Latin American countries, despite U.S. objections, continued with plans to buy advanced
arms from other sources,
Earlier yesterday before McCloskey’s announcement, Depart-

ment officials had said the United
States was ready to authorize sale
of the supersonic craft to Latin
American nations.
Department officials insisted
this did not represent a change of
policy, although at numerous news
conferences official opposition had
been expressed to acquisition of
such planes by Latin American
nations from European countries,
notably France.
"The situation does not represent a switch in policy, since we
had taken the position in 1965 that
we would be willing to see Latin
American nations acquire limited

numbers of the F5 plane, to be
sold for delivery in 1969 and
1970," one official said.
Although State Department officials denied it, Latin Americans
construed the latest development
as a compromise in the U.S. government’s policy which was expressed numerous times, in response to questions, about a purchase of French Mirage planes by
Peru.
The policy was that Latin Aim
erican nations should avoid outlays
for sophisticated armament, reduce arms expenditures wherever
possible, and divert as much of

Worth 25c

Low Insurance!
Hardly Any Gas!

When

... and you can park

used at Coiti-Op Car Wash

Try our New 71/2 Minute Time Cycle. You’ll be
amazed at this longer inure efficient car wash.

Models to choose from. Choice
of Over 7 Million Owners.

Reg.

open 2 I

1090 N. 9thi

1615 ALMADEN, SAN JOSE

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-ONLY
OCT.

20, 21, 22

1/4-1b. Basket Burger 25c
69c
94c
with the purchase of a bushel
burger at the regular price of

phone orders accepted
297-9806

HENRY’S HAMBURGERS
S. 10th Street, San Jose

NOW - RENT TO OWN

MOYER MUSIC
Largest Selection of Guitars in Town
Folk
Guitar
$400
,de"

and up
0.

Elec.
Guitar &
Amp.
from
$600

(horn * safe distancI the incredible ski explosion in Japan.
Ninety minutes of action, excitement
4nd laughter -

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
-penthouse- art. ui 4 ,,ers. 80
Auzerais #I4, rear St. Claire Hotel.
$50-mo.
SHARE APARTMENT WITH male student. 2 bdrrn. 11/2 bath. I mile from
campus. Handsomely furnished. Cell
287-0983 or 295-6302.
GIRLS BEDROOM. $15 per week. Kitchen priv. 225-9476.
MATURE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
TO share I bdrm. apt. I block from
campus. Inquire after 6 p.m. 466 S. 7th,
FEMALE TO SHARE 1 bdrm. apt. In.
quire at LeDonna apartments, 385 S.
4th St. #4 or call 286-5471.
ROOM FOR TWO men students,
chen privileges. 321 S. 12th St,
FOR SALE: 2 CONTRACTS same room
Catholic Wgrnen’s Center. Available
immediately. Call Chris or Pam 294
4622, Room 311.
GIRL WANTED TO share two bedro,,,
apt, with three other girls. $41/mo. 545
S. 7th. #I2. 295-1899,

! 74! 1866.
’55 CHEVY* 6 CVL. Excellent running
P. ont tune-up. $300. Thom

CUSTOM
MADE CONTEMPORARY
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
gold & silver. Geo. Lorimar’ 354-1271/
3541200,
QUALITY HAIR PIECES and falls. All
colors & lennths. Reasonabln prin.,.
Samples may be seen. Call 298.3263

TR 3

59 REBUILT nyori, o.

’64 OLDS
P S

F 85

STATION

"-lire.
WAGON

’67 MATCHLESS 750 CC S. 4.

itnly

sale. Power
’58 FORD HARDTOP
condition.
bra1.
,’’nr 3 p.m.
$100. C
’66 SEARS SPORTSCYCLE 106 CC. 4
4
.. I
I, 0 mpg. Only 900
It 348 S. 11th Si. #1 or
(Mk/ $789
$475. Call

FOR SALE 131
ENCYCLOPEDIA

BRITANNICA, 175th
/
11 yrs.

,500MM TELEPHOTO LENS. R1.1,,i10
mir,or - I/8. Fits al
8160. Mar),lem )111 116R 2,1 .(19.
TYPFWRITER
PROJECTOR SLIDE-S.
Stat.on
’62
,
. 794 6715,
PORTABLE MOTOROLA STEREO.
0, i
t
k50. Call after 5
p.m 2" ’
"
sell.
10 SPEED PEUGEOT. Good condition
.,
Jackie. Morgan
714
/
DELUXE PHILLIPS MEN’S 3 synod bike.
Usod
/ 3 or 4 times: likn n 33. $92
nnw- roll for $55. Call 292-3441
1

IN PERSON

Saturday, Oct. 21, 8:00 p.m.
Guitar Lessons Available
5161 Stevens Creek Rd.

84 E. San Fernando

1.0 lawrnce Station Rd. BOW!)

Nest In Westnrn Union Office
f bniwenn 7nr( 5 14 Sis I

248-9858

298-5404

HASHER WANTED FOR girls dorm
house. In’epho n 297-6860.
INSURANCE MAJOR
Man or Woman
Leads furnished
Draw against commissions
For appointment
Telephone 378.5060
SENIOR ADVERTISING MAJOR for
ii-(3.rt ...mg 8 sales work with growing
gt inv. Part & loll lime pitionCall 296-1190.

LOST AND FOUND 16)
LOST 10-10. IS LB. CALICO cat near
college. If found please return her In
170 S. 10th or the Kappa Alpha Thnt
Ho -use. REWARD.
PERSONALS (7)

SERVICES 181

715.5275 - tools As shop

HELP WANTED 141
per month
and up

It

Inc if Au<

APPROVED WOMEN’S HOUSING con
tract for sale - contact housemother.
Kennedy Hall. 555 S. 10th St.
YOGA
ROOM & BOARD, ROOMS with kit. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
PRACTICE AND CLASSES on Philosophy priv., & apts. All shared for men only, share newly furnished apt. 555 S. 8th
& Psychology of MEDITATION. Call 8 69 S. 10th St. Parking available. Good St. *4. Call 295-4283.
food. clean, furnished apartments.
a.m. to 10 p.m. daily 286.5487.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY - I female share furn. apt. 147.50/mo. 57 S. 15th
roommate.
$37.50/rne.
With
pool.
428
#2. 295.4018 days: 297-4434 after f.
121
AUTOMOTIVE
S I 14i S #6. 298-2683
MALE
ROOMMATE NEEDED. 8130/ FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 2
condition. $795. Call
’62 TR3.
.-- A,
.7 2? C the International Hall. bdrm., 2 bath, pool, elect, kit., dish.,
294-1087.
S. 9th. Co
Larry 2330 Calif. St., Mtn. View. 967.3463
Excellent
con.
’59 SPRITE. NEW engine.
aft.. 4.30 pro. $56.25 Imo.
difion. Ngc top, tires, upols.. etc. 293$366 after 5:30 p.m.
’58 CAD. LIMOUSINE. Be the first one
on your block. Low milenoe, air cond.,
good shape. $1000 or offer. 246-1377.
’$9 "THAMES" ENGLISH Ford van.
Recent valve job. Ups bed 8 radio
(needs speaker). Will go anywhere.
$350. Larry Lamer, 2155 Lanai Ave.
#122 after 6 p.m. call 251-8006.
’63 VESPA GS needs new owner! Great
,or town travel, good condition. 2
seater, luggage rack. 257.0906 after
5 p.m.
’59 VW. PORSCHE ENGINE. Many exres. Call Rich 293-9987. $680.
’55 FORD AUTOMATIC. 2 -door. New
$125. Call 269fires. Like new
0267.
,
r Drafted,
’65 HONDA. GOOD
HOUSING 15)

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

s

.0,01

)n
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’PPM

Only Eaton makes Cortisable!
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

wash 50e

Commercial Coin-Op Car Wash

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

EATON’S CORRASAINE
TYPEWRITER PAPER

p.I11.

Valid Oct. 19-31 ---

almost anywhere! Four Price

With Eaton’s Corrbsable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.

’Isnot

A representative from the Guam
Department of Education will vuIt the campus on Wednesday, Oct.
25, to interview prospective teachers who are interested in teaching
on the Island of Guilin.

All/11114 !kW kA.I.,24kAikk

"ew

re
o

Guam Interviews

Clip Till’s Coirport

GO VESPA Low Cost!

wpo-

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface permits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100 -sheet packets and 500 -sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments.

budgetary expenses as possible to
economic development.
Peru recently negotiated ;he
purchase of 10 supersonic ugh-or
bombers and two trainers, aso
Mirage planes, at an estimated
cost of $30 million.

=1?..),V4l)W10094VIJk/41

BROOKS CYCLERY

Jacion Hoin
Mt Bake.
Mauna Kea, Howell
Aspen Crystal
Taos
Mt. Hood
Steffan

General Admission 81.50
Tickets available at:
Student Affairs Rusiness Office

U.S. To Sell Supersonics to Latins

Anyone can

var

Berkeley Community Theatre
Milvia and Allston Streets
Berkeley, Calif.

State Dept. Announces

19-70

’A WORD OF

WARN1N6 - 2Dtqc171ZIN1( ANY OF 1415
S1LLN CasIC
TIONS. Is

to buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lest fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to -Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
1206, San lose State
College, San Joss
Calif. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
Don day

3 lines

1.50
2.00
5 lines 2.50
-.6 lines -3.00 Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

D Announcements (1)
D Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
113 Housing (5)
[I Lost and Found (6)
CI Personals (7)
f7 Services (8)
[] Transportation (9)

For

.50

Three days

Five days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
-3.50
4.00

.50

.50

Print you ad hers:
(Count approximately 33 letters and Spaces
for Each line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Name

One day

RENT A TV OR storeo from Esohn
Free delivery, free service. Call 25I
2598.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM PAPERS,
etc., experienced and fast. Phone 2698674.
EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, terns papers,
etc. Phone 258-4335,
TV’s FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8 per month. Call 377-2935.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, manuscripts,
theses, etc. Reasonable. Work guaran
teed. 294.3772. 9 a.m. to 430 p.m.
CUSTOM SANDALS BY COBE. 128 N.
1001 St. #5. 2-4 or after 8 pen, $15
and up.
WOULD LIKE TO , ire for a todler in
my t
1rd. I have 2 yr.
u 269 1659.
-or{
.,

To Place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday. Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and

(Please Print)
days
Phone

-

Address
Enclosed Is $
Start ad se

Please allow 2 days NW pluton for ad to rpm.
0.0.111.0................,

Mats)

2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. end
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Exf. 2465

